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ABSTRACT

Massive Ramonci and Neveu-Schwarz vertex operators in the -1/2 and -1
ghost representations respectively are obtained from the factorization of the scattering
amplitude of an arbitrary number of bosonic and (ermionic massless states on general
Riemann surfaces. The correlators for the ghost field oi charge -1 and its derivatives
are given as well as the normal ordering prescriptions to be used in computing
scattering amplitudes. The vertex operators for the massless and the first two excited
levels, both of the Ramond and the Neveu-schwarz sector are given explicitly. The
picture changing mechanism is considered and applied to relate the Neveu-Schwarz
vertices in different representations.



1. Introduction
The calculation of scattering amplitudes in the path integral approach to string

perturbation theory [1] consists oi correlation functions of vertex operators representing
string excitations. The covariant vertex operators describing the emission of bosonic
string states have been systematicalfy obtained in the functional integral formalism in
the various siring theories {bosonic, SST and heterotic) [2-8] by requiring spacetime
Poincare invariance, world-sheet reparametrization invariance and Weyl invariance.
The construction of fermionic vertices however is more involved due to the presence of
spin fields and superconformal ghosts.

Covariant expressions for the massless Ramond state in different "pictures" {i.e.
with dilferent ghost charges) have been given by Friedan, Martinec and Shenker [9]
and Knizhnik [10]. The vertex operator describing the emission of the first excited
fermionic state on the sphere has been obtained in references [11,12]. A beautiiu!
description of the ghost field, which is unavoidable in a covariant formulation of
fermionic vertices, as well as of the picture changing mechanism has been given by
Knizhnik [13]. The correlation functions for the matter and ghost spin fields on arbitrary
Riemann surfaces, necessary for the calculation of fermionic scattering amplitudes,
have been obtained by Atick and Sen [14,15], thus giving great impetus to this field.

In two previous papers [16,17] we have obtained covariant expressions for the
vertex operators of arbitrary mass level bosonic states in the bosonic, SST and
heierotic string theories as well as the rules for computing their correlations at any
genus. Starting from the scattering amplitude of N lowest mass particles (tachyons and
massless slates respectively), the vertex operators were read from the residues of Ihe
poles in the square momentum variable, occurring when the points where some of the
external vertices are attached coincide. Covariance was achieved through the use of
Riemann normal coordinates and a holomorphic differential w(z).

Here we extend the method to the case of fermionic external states. The starting
point is Ihe scattering amplitude of an arbitrary number of massless Neveu-Schwarz
(NS) and Ramond (R) states, with ghost charge +1/2, restricted by the condition lhat the
total ghost charge of Ihe amplitude vanishes [9], By colliding lo the same point one R
and one NS particles we obtain R intermediate states in Sect. 2, whereas from the
collision of two R vertices the exchanged NS intermediate states are obtained in
Seel.3. We explicitly obtain the vertices corresponding to the first and second excited
R and NS states with ghost charge -1/2 and -1 respectively, together with the rules
necessary to perform the normal ordering. We also discuss the picture changing
mechanism and give the relation between the vertices for Ihe NS intermediate states
in the representation with ghosts and the standard one, i.e. with zero ghost charge.

2. Ramond sector

As a starting point for our computation we need to construct the amplitude for the

scattering of N-S and R physical particles in terms of objects intrinsically defined on

the Riemann surface. The aim is to read the vertex operators from the residues of the

poles in the Lorentz scalar combinations of the momenta corresponding lo the masses

of the intermediate states. This procedure requires, as initial data Jhe vertex operators

of the external particles to be scattered. The natural objects to start with are the lowest

energy states, i.e. massless particles. The corresponding vertex operators, both

bosonic and fermionic, have been given in references [9-10].

The vertex operator describing the emision or absorption of a massless bosonic

fraceless particle in the NS superstring, (i.e. a graviton or antisymmetric tensor) is:

,., IP-*V. = E - ip
v

with p^ E^ = p2 =0 , where xv , j i = 1,...,10 are the string coordinates and yf'

2-dimensional lermionic fields.

For the fermionic sector two different forms of the massless emission vertex are

needed due to the ghost charge vanishing condition.

We shall consider the situation in which the intermediate R state carries ghost

charge -1/2, that is, we shall study the factorization process when the vertices Vo and

V.1/2 coincide on ihe Riemann surface. The massless vertex operator in the -1/2

representation is given by [9,10]:

V.1 / 2=u"(P) Su(z)Sg-1 '2(z) (2)

where Soand Sg"W2 are the SO(10) and the ghost spin fields of conlormal dimension

5/8 and 3/8, respectively, (in the Ramond sector the presence of the ghost spin field in

Ihe vertex operators is unavoidable in the covariant formalism.) The polarization u" is a

Majorana spinor satisfying Ihe Dirac equation Y^p^u = 0, where yM are the ten

dimensional gamma matrices. Since the vertices (1) and (2) are normal ordered, we

avoid the introduction of an a priori normal ordering prescription, but rather we expect

to obtain it as a result. {Notice that Ihe operators V+ ] / 2 will not enter explicitly in the

calculation.)

Following reference [14] we consider the SO(10) spin fields as a product of five



S0(2) spin operators and consequently combine the ten right moviny Majorana-Weyl

fermions ^ ( z ) into five complex fermions \\i±a carrying indices a = 1 , . . . . 5.

Expressions (1) and (2) refer only to the holomorphic part of the vertex operators •

(except for the exponential factor). In the SST theory, the left-handed sector for the

massless slate, either graviton or gravitino is given by ev(9 xv - < \\iv p.y), whereas in

the heterotic string theory, it is EV5 XV. We could also consider as a starting point, in the

EQXEQ or SO(32) heterotic string theory, the scattering of gauginos and gauge bosons,

and in this case, the left-handed part of the vertices (1) and (2) is E ^ A ' A * (A ' J = 1 , . . . ,

32 are 32 left-moving scalar gauge fermions). Here e are the left polarization tensors.

Since there are no correlations between fermionic right and left movers and

since we have already considered the x-dependence of the vertices [16] we shall work

only with (1) and (2).

The correlator functions for the fields x, \|r, Sa and Sg can be written in terms of

theta functions of odd and even characteristic [18,19]. As has been shown in [16] :

x v (z 2 ,L> = i f " |ln|0{Jw)|2 + 2 U{z,,z2); (3)

can be considered as the effective propagator for the x-fields. Here Q is an odd theta

function, w = {M A (Z ) , A = 1, ..., g} are a basis for the holomorphic abelian differentials

and the term U(z-|, z j ) , necessary for single valuedness, is given by

= -rc Im (im Im

\rr\Ll being the imaginary part of the period matrix and 2ilm |wA = J « A - J o A

The correlator for the fermions and spin fields, which we generically denote by C\

is given by [14]:

n (5)

where

is a holomorphic 1-form and must not be confused with the argument of the ©-function

(w= fuA(z), A = 1 g} ), q* is a 5-component vector giving the fermionic charge of the

field in 2E. In particular, q,,,=+ftab for <|) = y : t b, a , b = 1 5, q, a = 112 (±,+,± +,+) for

O=SK (± denotes S + or S. for each SO(2)) and 1 ; q* = 0 in order to conserve the total

fermionic charge. © m is a shorthand notation for even characteristic theta function, m

spin structure chosen for the \\i fields and the related ghosts.

The computation of the correlator for the superconformal ghost system is more

subtle due to the presence of 2g-2 ghost zero modes on a surface of genus g>i and

due to the integration over the supermoduli. A possible prescription for doing this

computation is given in Ref. [14], where the ghost zero modes have been inserted in

pairs at the points where the holomorphic differential w (eq.(6)} has double zeroes.

Following this prescription the correlator is non vanishing provided the total ghost

charge of all the other fields adds up to zero and it is given by:

(7)

where gj=±1/2 for x ^ S g * 1 ' 2 and the ghost zero mode insertions are not written

explicitly.

Since we want to obtain the vertex operators corresponding to R states we have

to consider the situation in which one R and one NS vertex come together on the

Riemann surface. Therefore our starting point is the amplitude for the scattering of N

massless bosonic and 2n massless fermionic particles

-' j i^ 3 *~ i-= 3 !•= i

The symbol < > denotes a path integration over the fermionic and bosonic fields

with the appropriate measure. As it is known, this measure should contain in general

a product of supercurrenfs, (see refs. [13,20,21]). However, since we are interested in

producing intermediate states from the scattering of external physical particles, wo

expect the supercurrent insertions as well as the ghost zero modo insertions not to

modify the poles in the momenta and we will not include them in our computation. The

sum over spin structures and the integration over the moduli with the corresponding

measure must be finally performed as well as the sum over different topologies.

The amplitude (8) has poles in the square of the sum of external momenta

corresponding to the intermediate states. We have seen in references [16,17] that the



poles come out of the integration over z when two or more vertices coincide on the

Riemann surface and in particular we shall analyze the case when two particles, say

with momentum p, and pj collide at the point z.

Expression (8) contains several terms. Since we have dealt with the

x-contribution in [16] we shall now concentrate on the fermionic part. (As can be seen

from the vertices (1) and (2) the x-part is identical to that of a graviton and a tachyon,

respectively.) At the end, however, we shall write the complete form of the vertex

operators.

In order to avoid complications with the ghost part of V u2 we shall keep its

position fixed and shall consider the limit 2 , - ^ = z in (8). Let us then explicitly write

the z,, Zj dependence of the fermionic part of (8):

>P, -1/2
(za)e

where K is a functional of the fields contained in all the other vertices.

©-functions this amplitude reads:

In terms of

c f (9)

where 0(z1 ,z2) is a shorthand notation for ©(j^w) which will be used in the following,

v = P 1 . p a .

[0(z2.z)
p+gj/2

1 \'

is a regular function in the limit z1->z2 and

(10)

does not depend on z,, z2 and therefore does not enter explicitly in the calculation. In

eq.(S) we have written only the holomorphic part of the amplitude and then we have

only considered the holomorphic part of the bosonic propagator (notice that we have

also rescalect the momenta p-*p/2 with respect to Ref.[16]).

In order to covariantly study the limit when 2 , ^ z 2 we use the generalization of

the method of normal coordinates expansion [22] introduced in ref. [16] and follow the

same notation. We may now covariantly Taylor expand (8) in terms of E,, the langenf

vector to the geodesic joining z, and z2. It becomes:

= "' S n p i « u" J n!

(11)

where

and

e(z.,z.
v'-v (12)

The residues of the poles are obtained by integrating over t,. in order to perfonr.

this integration we have to include the contribution from the lett sector of the vertices. It

we consider gravitini in the heterotic theory this integral takes the form



Therefore, the poles of A are found for v = n + q*rq*2 + 1 • corresponding to a state of total

square momentum (p, + p2)2 = 2v . Notice that qYq^ = ±1.0. Alter performing the E;

integration, from the residues of the poles we may read the vertex operators

corresponding to the intermediate states.

Let us now explicitly study the lowest mass levels.

(i) P2= 0.

In this case the only contribution 10 the residue of the pole will arise when

tj ].d,2=-1. For example we could consider q*r=(+,+,0,0,0) and q*2 =1/2 (-,-,+,+,+). The

original amplitude will then read:

< v'<z,> v|r(z,) e' P i* <zi> S..+++(z2) S (z2) e'

i,.i+q,,2-Pr

> =

1 ,
+ 9,) r p 2 . P,

' 5 4 ^

then expanding z, in terms of E, and integrating over 4. the residue of the pole p2 = 0 is

given by:

jdzoi(z)

where

(13)

As can be seen from this equation the intermediate state will have total fermionic

charge p'1+q*?
= 1/2(+,+,+,+.+), which is that of the spin field S + + + + + . In order to have a

covariant expression for this vertex operator it is convenient to introduce the ^-matrices.

We follow the conventions of reference [15]. The tensorial structure of the original

fermionic part of the amplitude as well as expression (13) allow us to read the lorm of

the massless state vertex, which is:

where e1t l and p1v are the polarization and momentum of the original graviton

respectively. For example the previous choice of q, and q*2 contributes to V0 ' '1 '2 '

(y1^)—+ + + ' ! , which is non-vanishing only for j}=+++++.

Notice that ('fY)J' is in general non-vanishing only when (cj^+cfj.q^ = - 1 , which

is precisely the condition giving the pole, and also that the total fermionic charge is

conserved (a*w+ cfv + qu= q*p).

Indeed, the scattering amplitude of this vertex operator with the remaining

external states of the original amplitude, reproduces eq. (13).

The masstess state vertex will also have a contribution from the 9x term of the

original graviton vertex, so finally it turns out to be:

where p=p,+p2. It is easy to verify that its polarization satisfies the Dirac equation,

when the polarization conditions for the initial states are used.

(ii) P2 = 2.

Here the poles of eq. (11} are found both when q,.qt, = 0 and qVcfg = -1 taking the

term n=0 and n=1 respectively in the expansion. Let us first look at the former case (i.e.

qj.q2 = 0). Again we find it more convenient to consider a particular example. Take, for

instance, ^,=(+,±,0,0,0) and q*2=1/2(+,^ +,+ +). Then, performing the E, integration, the

residue at the pole p2 = 2 is given by:

A =- iE p uu |d2(o(z)rfdz(D(z)

(14)

This expression must now be reproduced by the scattering of an object with

tensorial structure T^v
u, conformal weight 1, fermionic charge 1/2(±3,±+,+,+) and ghost

charge -1/2 , with the remaining states of the original process (that is, the original



external lines except the two massless particles that collide to produce the

intermediate state). Let us first concentrate on the fermionic part,

The objects at our disposal are y, vj/, S and their derivatives. Therefore we could

consider the following combinations:

(a) W S ( I , (b) y^v^OvS)11, (c) (^Y%(WS)P, (d) ( ^ -^VS" .
Possibility (a) must be excluded since in this term the indices \i and v are not

related to a whiie the vertex for the intermediate state must "remember" the condition

that produced the pole (i.e. (q^+q*v).q"u = -1,0}. The original choice of q*, and cf2 gives

vanishing contribution to cases (c) and (d). Actually it may be easily checked that any

choice of q* , ,^ such that q* , .^ = 0 will have the same property. We are then left with

the term (b). Notice that when q,.q2=0 (b) contains only terms of Ihe form y V S p w i t h

a*b and cta+cTb+qij(= ^,+0^ {in particular, for the original choice of q* , ,^ we have a = ±1,

q"a+cTb+q"|j=1/2(±3,+,±,±,+)), which must be normal ordered taking the regular part of:

= lim

*1 ?2

= lim (cog [1 + q r q 2 -
3! OJ zi"z?=z

i ! ,

^I^c^bP-^TTT-li

r, 2; ?, 'z.sZ-si
(15)

10

ill

Using this prescription, the contraction of (b) with the rest of the amplitude

reproduces 4 times the o*-dependent part of eq.(14). In order to reproduce the whole

expression, the vertex operator corresponding to this intermediate state must be

(16)

We now have to consider the situation q*|.cf2 = -1 which will contribute to the pole

when n=1. Let us take, lor example ^=(±+,0,0,0) and q*2=1/2(+,+,+,+,+ )• Then, after

performing the % integration in eq.(11) the residue at p2=2 reads

^ ( ± q ;. dq 9:!,q ^ l q . * i p. s- ) - Ip, + P;)"p,

t)(z,zt)

The Iotal vertex operator for the intermediate state must reproduce eq (17). In

order to determine the contribution given by (16) for this choice of q* and q2 notice that

there will be terms of the form \|/±a\]i+aS

the following prescription:

which must be properly normal ordered using

1 v

= lim [ — + >q.

1 1



,w

(18)

Notice that in order to covariantly describe this limit we had to consider two

geodesies, both of them originating in z2. If we denote by (; (£) the tangent vector to the

geodesic joining z2 and z, (z3) and introduce an arbitrary parameter v such that £=v );,

the normal ordering prescription (18) is obtained by taking the limit v-»1.

The contribution of the terms yav|/bS,jwith a*b must be computed considering the

terms of order % of eq. (15) since now cf , .^ = - 1 . Finally the contribution from the

fermionic part of (16} adds up to

(19)

Therefore in order to reproduce eq.(17) more terms must be added to the vertex.

In this case the combinations (c) and (d) will give non-vanishing contributions. Let us

first analyze the term {'/>lf])tt]>,{y)?Sf. Using (5), (15) and (18) its contribution turns

out to be

L
©(z,z,)

Therefore, the following combination

12

e - E , . P z p

completely reproduces eq.(17) plus the contribution to the original amplitude (S) from

the 3x term of the initial graviton vertex. (Notice that we have already taken into account

the momentum and ghost dependence .)

For the second excited level all three possibilities &trcf2= +1 and 0 contribute to

the residue of the pole. Let us first analyze the case O^.C^KI in which no derivatives

have to be taken in the original amplitude (11). For example, if cf,={+,+ ,0,0.0) and

cf z=1/2{±,+ ,±,+ ,±} the fermionic charge of the intermediate state will be

q"1+q*2=1/2(±3,±3,±,±,±). As ail the elements of the ymatrices vanish in this case, the

only possible object that can be constructed with all the desired propertiesfi.e. the

appropriate conformal dimension, tensorial structure and fermionic charge) is

(20)

This object contains, for the particular choice made for c^ and q*2, terms of the

form \ j / ± 1 V±1 V±2 V i b s n w i t h a' b * 1 <2 a n d w h i c h m u s t b e properly

normal ordered. Since the correlators for these terms factorize, i.e.

we may use eq. (15) and define this normal ordering as the regular part of the product.

When a=b the product of eqs.(15) and (18) must be used.

With this definition, the residue of the pole at p2=4 of eq.(11) is reproduced by

2

Next we consider the case in which one derivative has to be taken in eq.(11), i.e.

when q*vq>0. For example let us consider qv
1={+,+,0,0,0) and q>1/2(+,±,+,±,±).

The fermionic part of the intermediate state must reproduce (from eq.(11)) the

expression:
13



(22)

The contribution from (21) adds up to

X-f -»
6m(ua

where la=1/5(±7,+9,±4,±4,±4), and therefore more terms have to be considered.

There are several terms with the correct properties that could be added to (21),

Jn particular,

f -1 ^ V( v S}p] (23)

reproduces eq.(22). In order to obtain this expression we have normal ordered using

(15), (18) and the derivative of (15) with respect to i,, since the last term in (23) contains

only contributions of the form V(y av b )Sp with a/b. As in ref.[16] we define the

covariant derivative with respect to the metric [cot2. Then

Finally we give the result for the case cf rq2=-1. The calculations are too tedious

to be detailed here and they follow the same pattern we have described in the previous

cases. The fermionic part of the residue of the pole at p2=4 of eq.(11) when 2

derivatives are considered is reproduced when we add to (21) and (23):

r35" n^ P i v l T s 1 Of now S)
&'

(24)

14

»*a * If:

Notice that other than the prescriptions we have already discussed to perform

the normal ordering, (24) contains terms of the form V ( y ± a y + a ) S ± , which is

defined as the regular part of the derivative of eq.(18) with respect to \.

In order to complete the analysis of the vertex operator corresponding to the

second excited Ramond state we have to consider the x- and ghost-dependent parts.

We find that the original amplitude (11) plus the contribution from the Ox term of the

original graviton vertex, for p2=4 is reproduced by scaiterir in of the following vertex

operator

1 .

30 u|!̂ '
V - i
V-1/2 ~ •

J_
18 V 135

i p,.Vx

i p,.Vx I p,.Vx)

with the remaining or iginal process. Notice that at this lovel there will be

contributions from the derivative of 8R , namely

-0+v)
3! to

The self-contractions of the x-dependent part of the vertex reproduces the term

proportional to v whereas the term -1 is reproduced by adding up the contributions

from (21), (23) and (24).

In considering higher excited levels, the vertex operators will contain terms of thy

form (15) or (18) with higher number of fermions or of derivatives The rules we have

given here can be easily generalized to these cases. However there will certainly be

more complicated terms, where more than 3 objects have to be considered in the same

SO(2) (for example V^ a y 3 \fa S±). In this case one has to extend the factorization

process which we have presented here and "read" the rules to pcrlorm the normal

ordering from the original amplitude.

15



1=3

3- Neveu-Shwarz sector and picture changing

We now wish to obtain the vertex operators corresponding to intermediate NS

states. Therefore we have to consider the situation in which two R vertices collide.

Since in the following procedure the ghost charge is conserved, the intermediate NS

state will have ghost charge - 1 , then we will obtain the vertex operators lor the NS

states in the -1 picture [9]. We shall then analyze the behavior for z,-+ z2 of the

amplitude

N

1

where JC depends on all the fields contained in the other vertices V i=3,...N (they

have 10 be chosen in order to have a non vanishing amplitude , i.e. the total ghost

charge of the system must bo zero after the insertion of 2g-2 p fields).

By using the explicit expression for the correlator of bosonic, fermionic and ghost

spin fields in terms of thela functions (eqs, (3), (5) and (?)), we obtain [14]:

-v+cf . q* -1/4
z , f l )(z

l) «<z,.za) " ' " : F(z1,z2,zJ) (25)

where v = p r p? , q i r1 and q ir., are five component vectors giving the fermionic charge

of the spin fields in z, and ?? respectively and

iu 4 - P, • + g/2

i 3

-1'1 (' ' p i p p p i p

where K,j is given by eq.( 10) and cj(, Qj are the fermionic and the ghost charges of the

field in Zj , respectively .

As before the vectors q arc a collection of ±1/2. However, since all the states

involved in a scattering process must be of fixed chirality, the total number of minus

signs is fixed and we choose it to be odd [9,11]. Hence the possible values of q a 1 . q a 2

16

are 5/4,1/4 and -3/4 and therefore there are no fractional singularities.

In order to study the limit z , - * z2=z we introduce as before the normal coordinate

^ and we expand the regular part of the integrand of eq.{25), obtaining:

1=3 n=0

•v+q .q -1/4+n
II, U ,

n!

(26)

Once we introduce the right-handed part rl-the amplitude, from the integration

over \ we find poles for values of the external mc i^n ta satisfying the relation

v = q , cf - T 4 n (27)

corresponding to an intermediate particle of square mass (p,+ p2 )2 =2v As before we

extract the vertex operator corresponding to the exchanged particle from the residue ol

this pole, ft will be written in terms of the matter fields x and y , the ghost field and their

derivatives.

In order to make contact with our previous work [17] we have to relate these

vertices to those in the zero ghost charge representation, Vo. This is done through the

picture changing mechanism, as discussed in Ref. [9] for the tree level case (i.e. on the

sphere). The relation between the two representations has also been discussed in

Ref.[13] on a sphere with punctures. Actually, Knizhnik obtained the vertex operator

V 1/2 , eq.(2) , by performing a path integral over a sphere with punctures, inserting the

wave function for the emitted particles. In the case of antiperiodic boundary conditions

(on the disk) this reproduces the insertion of the operators V.1/;?. We follow this

approach in the case of an arbitrary Riemann surface.

On a Riemann surface of genus g and N punctures, N being the number cf

external fermionic particles, there are 2g-2+N/2 supermoduli. Therefore the scattering

amplitude contains, besides the standard measure corresponding to a non-punctured

surface, N/2 supercurrent insertions as well as N/2 S(xjl) fields, in order to take care

of the extra zero modes [21]. Then the integration over this extra supermoduli has to

be performed and the contribution of these extra insertions has to be taken into

account by computing their correlation with the other vertices.

In order to completely take care of the puncture associated to tha two vertices that

coilide we have to compute the correlation of V., , the vertex operator corresponding to

the intermediate state, with one supercurrent insertion and one 6(%p)- This process

17



must reproduce the standard NS vertex (i.e. that with zero ghost charge).

Let us lor simplicity consider the case of a super Belirami differential with 5

function support , i.e. x\z) ~ 5(z,wi), 1=1 ,..2g-2+N/2. Since the amplitude is independent

of the position of the super Beltrami, we can consider ihe limit

Mm <5(| l(w))J(w) V ^ z ) > =V0(z) (28)
W • >Z

where J is the supercurrent and w is one of the W|'s.

This expression constitutes a non trivial check of our results, since all the poles

appearing when contracting the vertices in the (-1) representation with the

supercurrent must cancel. Moreover, the remaining regular p.irt must have the correct

conformal dimension and the polarization tensors obtained lor Vo must saiisfy Ihe

constraint equations arising from the condition of conformal invariance [9].

We will now Rive some examples to see how the method works.

i) p2=0.

In this case from eq.(27) we see that there is a pole only when q*a1.qa2=-3/4,

and the residue is given by the term n=0 of the expansion of eq.(26), i.e. by:

i=3

(29)

where in this sector u., and ug are given by

r p i p P P

q*a l . qv
a2 =-3/4 implies that four of ihe five components of q*a2 are opposite to ihe

corresponding components of q"a1. For example we can take q*ai=1/2 (±.±,±,±,±) and

cfa2=1/2{±,+I+,+,+ ) then q*(,,+ 5*a3 *= (+1,0,0,0,0) is the charge of a y ± : and the part of

eq.(29) depending only on ihe fermionic charges corresponds to the interaction of a

V± 1 with the remaining vertices. All the other possible choices of q*ai and cfa2 which

contribute to this pole give similarly v|/±a and can be reproduced by means of the

Y-matrices. In fact,following the conventions of Ref. [15] it can be seen that (>*')on u2

vanishes for q ^ , . q ^ =1/4 and 5/4. Then, since for v=0 these values do not contribute

to the pole, the fermionic part of eq,(29) is reproduced by

The momentum dependent part is obviously reproduced by exp[i(p.|+p,)x] while

from the ghost part we are forced to introduce a new field Sg<"1' of ghost charge - 1 . The
g

correlator of this new field with the other Sa '± 1 / 2 ' is defined by

C(-1>,
< Sm (

S '

"9,9,
) -)m(ug) (30)

Notice that S g
( " 1 ) has the same ghost charge (-1) and conformal d imens ion (1/2) as

6(y), i.e. opposi te to those of y[z} [21]. Therefore the vertex operator for the massloss

state is given by

(0)_ " i ° : (1 (-D ' (Pi+P2) x

and it has the correct dimension + 1 .

Fol lowing the procedure explained after e q ( 2 7 ) , when only the matter part of the

supercurrent is taken , we obtain for this vertex in the zero ghost charge representat ion

where p=p,+pg. The polarization tensor in V0 '0) satisfies the iransversahty condition,

namely e ^ l = 0 , where EM= U ^ ^ U J = 0.

Notice that the contractions between the matter supercurrent JM=3KI\I and the

matter part of the vertex V.-j in eq.(28) contain in principle double and single polos.

The former are automatically cancelled by imposing the constraint equations for the

polarizations. The ghost correlator
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< 8(p(w)) 5(y(z)) > ~ z-w

cancels the single pole giving a finite limit- Although we have not computed the

contribution from the ghost part of the supercurrent we expect it wili not modify this

result.

ii) p2=2 .

Hero there are two different contributions to the residue. In fact eq.(27) is

satisfied for q r n . q ( l 2 = 1/4 and q ^ r q^,2 =-3/4 taking the term n=0 and n=1 of the

expansion of eq.(26) respectively. The residue of the pole p2=2 is therefore given by

A" =u"'ujjdzlo)(z1)
). q - (p*, +p2 ). p* + g

i aj

ana

forq"'. q~*=1/4

(31)

A1 '=u, u

I 3

i i + 1 ^ 1 } K- forq-. q '= -3/4
"i ••' H (u ) 2 e (u i '' "i "i

(32}

Let us first analyze the case q"a1. qa2 =1/4 which is given for example choosing

<fu1=1/2 (±,±,±,+,±) and qJ,?=1/2(+,+,+,+,+). Then q*a1+q"a2 = (±1+1,±1,0,0) is the

charge of the composite field v L 1 \\i-z\\r-3 . Similarly as for the massless case we can

use the y-matnees in order to collect all possibilities, then eq.(31) is reproduced by the

correlation of

20

(-11

(33)

with the rest oi the amplitude. Notice that for a, and a2 satisfying q a r q^ 2 =1/4 when

we express the three y in complex notation they belong to different SO(2) and

therefore there are no selfcontractions among the y's .

When q*a r q*a2 =-3/4 the vertex must reproduce eq.(32). This can be achieved

adding to (33) terms which are zero when c£x1. q j l 2 =1/4 but contribute for q a r q a 2

=-3/4. As seen before these terms must be proportional to only one y-matrix.

We first compute the contribution of (33) in this case. For example if we take

c?al=1/2 (±,+,±,±,±) and cfa2=1/2(±,+,+j,-F) then

3! 3=2

which must be properly normal ordered. From the residue we obtain that its correlation

function with the remaining external states is given by

I V (z)K-a>= lirn <—[

= lim ) l*
-q ] a

p f

\''2 \:J2 W
I £ l|

- v
} K

i|

(34)

Therefore (33) reproduces all the fermionic part of eq.(32) except the term proportional

to q a 1 T which can be obtained by adding

The part in eq.(32) proportional to p1 is obtained performing the contractions of
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V

Vx e

with the rest.
From the remaining part of the residue it may be seen that the vertex for the

intermediate state must contain also the derivative of the ghost field S <1'. By defining
VSg

(~1) as the derivative with respect to I; of eq,(30) we obtain that the vertex lor the
intermediate state of mass p2=2 is given by

l-i) 1

i(p1+p2)x

In order to relate this vertex operator to the one in the zero ghost charge
representation we use eq. (28), with J=JM and in this case we obtain:

(Y

Pu(Vx !Vx%ip i oy" ' 7 (i P
i p.*

where p=p1+p2. Again it may be easily checked that these polarizations satisly the
constraint equations coming from conformal invariance [6,17].

iii) p2=4.

For v=2 all possible choices of a, and a2 contribute to the residue taking the
terms n=0,1 and 2 in eq.(26) when cfa1. q^2 =5/4, 1/4, -3/4 respectively. The first
possibility is obtained choosing o*at= qa2= 1/2 (±,±,±,±,±) that corresponds to q"a1+ q ^
= (+1 +1 ,±1 ,+1 ,±1) i.e. the charge of the state y11 y± 2 y± 3y± 4y± 5 . Therefore

6 S 1 > eKPi+p2 'x f 3 5 '

reproduces the term n=0 of the expansion (notice that for q a i , qa2 =5/4 due to the
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•y-matrices there are no selfcontractions among the y fields).
For q^,,. 0^2 =1/4 two of the five y-matrices in (35) must have opposite complex

indices and the correlation functions must be computed using the rule (34). For
example the choice qtt1=1/2 (±,±,+,±,±), q*a2=1/2(±,±,±,+,+) gives

The term n=i of the expansion (26) is reproduced adding terms proportionai to three
y-matrices (which therefore do not contain selfcontractions between the y 's for this
choice of a^ and n-..)

i(p,+p2)x
—- (y y y ) V ( / i | i Y ) S e
3!2 n v p (i,,u, 3

(36)

In fact with the previous choice this contributes 1/2 V( y± 1 y±2y :h3} so that all terms

proportional to q*(I1 are obtained.
The p1 and the ghost charge dependent part are reproduced by

(37)

For qa 1 . q02 =-3/4 we can add to (35)-(37) terms proportional to only one y-matrix
in order to reproduce the n=2 term of the expansion (26). The analysis in this case
becomes more implicated and we give only the result together with the rules for doing
the correlations when there are selirontractions. For example with the choice
6? 1=1/2(±,±,±,±,±) and 0^2=1/2(1,*,},*.*; in (35) one has to compute the correlation
function for terms like y i 1 y ± i V T a y i b y ' b . Generalizing eq.(34) we obtain

<yE(z)y a(z)yb(z)y

• i E - 9{z,z) G (u

The contribution (36) to the vertex operator contains now terms like V(y±1\)/ibv"lb)
whose correlations are given taking the derivative of eq.(34), namely:
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• e M

(38)

The rest of the lermionic part of the expansion is reproduced by adding the terms

3 -, 1 L (-D ' (P i + P2 ' x

Notice that the normal ordering for the terms i|/^Vij;.v is given by

(39)

where 4 (0 is the normal coordinate along the geodesic joining z2 and z, (z3). When

a=i we have to do yet another point splitting, that is

< » I / J 1 V V H V I 1 K > =

<»(!;•••• i ) - c)
cycl.(1,2,3,4)}K.> (40)

where r. is the normal coordinate along the geodesic joining z^ and z2.

If we parametrize these vectors in reference to i, as t, = v^, e = t^ it is interesting to

notice that prescriptions (39) and (40) are independent of these arbitrary parameters

and furthermore that the quadratic as well as the linear divergences cancel.

All the other mixed fermionic, momentum and ghost dependent terms are

reproduced adding
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i p, vVxv S r')
while the terms in the expansion of (26) depending only on the momentum and the

ghost charges are given by

" ! • " • ;

and

'i ~ [ - i ) (41)

Here, V2S <"1> is defined by taking the second derivative with respect to \ of eq. (30).

Notice that at this level of the expansion of eq.(26) there are also terms coming

from the derivative of G^z^Z j ) :

- (v + 2 )
3! to

The normal ordering tor the x-dependent part of the vertex reproduces the turn

proportional to v (see Ref. [16]), the rest comes from the normal ordering ol the terms

(39)-(41). In fact, from the definition of Sg("1) we get a contribution of -1/4 to this term

from {41), while from the terms yMVy.y the contribution adds up to -3/4.
Putting everything together, the vertex operator for the second excited NS state is

V V =
i P ^x

(M,.": ( i v 2 v"+ iv'"v v-v +1V v"' pn.
xV +h
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: h.
W^v^s1,11*

i p.x

where p=p,+p2.

Notice that the coefficient of the term V 2y is 3/16 rather than 1 /4 as obtained from

the OPE in ref.[11]. The difference may be traced back to the normal ordering (40). In

facl, when bosonization is used in order to deal with these terms (as in ref.[11 j) one has

to decide which two fields are going to be contracted first and the result of this

calculation is then contracted with the third field. Our resuit corresponds to performing

<V\|r i1 \|/+1> first and then the result contracted with y ± 1 whereas the coefficient 1/4 is

obtained if we start by <v|ril\j/+1> and then contract the result with Vy ± 1 . The first

procedure is justified from two different points of view. On the one hand notice that in

our way of performing the normal ordering we do not have to make the decision of

which two fields to contract first since rather than Wick contracting we use multifield

correlators. Prescription (40) is obtained from the requirements of cancellation of

divergencies and independence of the correlator of the arbitrary parameters v and t.

On the other hand this procedure is justified by the fact that the coefficient 3/16 is

necessary in order to cancel the double poles that arise when using eq. (28) to obtain

the vertex in the zero ghost charge representation. In fact we have checked that with

this vertex for the second excited NS state the limit in eq.(28) is finite and we can

obtain the vertex in the zero ghost charge representation with the correct conforma!

dimension.

Finally we would like to make some general remarks about the vertex operators

corresponding to higher excited states. In the first place notice that a NS vertex

operator in the -1 ghost charge representation cannot contain more than nine \|/fields

(without derivatives), in this case eight of these fields will be paired in four different

SO(2) whereas the ninth one will belong to the remaining SO(2). The prescription to

be used in order to normal order such term is to take a product over the four SO(2)

corresponding to the paired \|/'s of eq. (34). There will also be more complicated terms

containing higher derivatives of \i's in the same SO(2). In principle the normal ordering

of these terms can be read from the original amplitude and we believe that it will be
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most probably given by a generalization of eqs. (38)- (40). However already the first

excited slates that we have expiiciiely computed indicate how the general construction

can be done.

In conclusion we have studied the factorization process on arbitrary genus

Riemann surfaces by means of a covariant formalism in terms only of geometrical

objects on the world-sheet. Covariance in spacetime is achieved through the y

matrices. The method allows us to obtain the vertex operators corresponding to the

intermediate exchanged states as well as the normal ordering prescriptions to be

followed when using them in computing correlation functions.

An interesting feature of the factorization when external fermionic states are

considered is the appearance of the y fields and their derivatives out of the spin fields.

When studying scattering amplitudes involving bosonic external particles [17] the

intermediate states have a fixed number of available y fields, namely the total number

of y's contained in the original legs that coincide on the surface. In the case wo have

presently investigated, the original process places no limit to the number of available

\j/'s in the intermediate states (of course this number is fixed by the conformai

dimension).

We have also shown that it is possible to construct a R vertex operator without the

introduction of more than one spin field S (for example starting from the second excited

state this possibility is not excluded a priori by the conformai dimension of the fields)

Moreover the derivatives of the spin fields are not present. As we have already said,

this fact is due to our particular construction. It can be shown indeed, that in general

these terms can be present. Different forms of the vertex operators may then be related

by adding total derivatives. The polarization tensors that we have obtained are

particular ones. They depend only on p, and u" since they are related to the specific

process considered, but the form of the vertices is general,
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